PortaSwitch is a single software platform for:

- MNO & CSP
- Retail & wholesale
- Voice, data, IoT
- MVNO & MVNE
- Prepaid & postpaid
- OTT mobile apps
- SMS billing & routing
- Media apps & IVR

- Scalable from 100 to 15,000 cc and up
- Available with unlimited license or in Oracle cloud SaaS subscription
- SIP Trunking, VoIP wholesale, MVNO, SMS and ISP
- Advanced class 5 features for hosted IP PBX/Centrex
- SBC: NAT traversal, DoS prevention, topology hiding
- Redundancy options for high availability of services and zero downtime updates
- Intelligent routing for voice and SMS: LCR, adaptive, and profit guarantee
- Open architecture, source code, XML API
- On-site customized training and managed services
- 24/7/365 technical support and new feature updates every 7 weeks
- Oracle RAC or MySQL
- Private or Public cloud based on Oracle Linux